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In the beginning, 
We downloaded software.





Then came the Web





<html> 
  <head> 
    <link rel="stylesheet" href="/style.css”/> 
    <script src="/script.js"></script> 
  </head> 
  <body> 
    <h1>Hello</h1> 
    <img src="hello.jpg"/> 
    <img src="other.gif"/>



Resources can be 
prioritised.





Resources are often shared 
between pages.









HTTP/1 requests are expensive, because 
only one can be active on a connection at 

a time, and lots of competing TCP 
connections is bad for performance.



HTTP/2 fixes that with 
multiplexing.



But, there’s another problem.



We make requests to find out 
what requests to make.







“Chatty”



CSS Spriting 
data: URL Inlining 

JS and CSS Concatenation





We need a way to 
avoid the request gap 
for “deep” resources



Enter: Server Push





“Here’s a request I think you’re 
about to make, and its response.”



No requests



PUSH_PROMISE



Synthetic request 

Has to be cacheable 

Has to be associated with a previous request 

Hop-by-hop







What if the client 
doesn’t want it?



SETTINGS_ENABLE_PUSH



RST_STREAM



Cache Digest*



How does the server know 
what the client needs now?



Server Push is not Magical.



From “Chrome’s View on Push”, IETF102



From “Chrome’s View on Push”, IETF102



🚫



– Patrick McManus

“Push is generally a one round trip optimization.” 



From “Chrome’s View on Push”, IETF102



From “H2 Server Push measured over 11 days”, IETF102









✅ Can push “deep” resources 
✅ Can be sent as soon as the HTML request is received 
⛔ Server may not know what’s best to push when 
⛔ Pushed responses can compete with more important browser requests 
⛔ Supported by many browsers, but lots of gotchas 



In the meantime...





<html> 
  <head> 
    <link rel="stylesheet" href="/style.css”/> 
    <link rel="preload" href="/other- 
    <script src="/script.js"></script> 
  </head> 
  <body> 
    <h1>Hello</h1> 
    <img src="hello.jpg"/> 
    <img src="other.gif"/>



“You probably will need these.”



1RTT



– Shopify

“Shopify’s switch to preloading 
fonts saw a 50% (1.2 second) 

improvement in time-to-text-paint.  
This removed their flash-of-invisible 

text completely.” 



✅ Can request “deep” resources 
✅ Browser decides priority, whether to fetch 
⛔ ... but only after HTML response starts 



What about server think time?



✅ Server can Push during think 
⛔ Preload relies on HTTP or HTML headers





non-final response



103 Early Hints

200 OK



– The Browsers

“It’s difficult.” 



✅ Can request “deep” resources 
✅ Browser decides priority, whether to fetch 
✅ ... as soon as request is received 
⛔ ... but still requires 1RT for hint + request 
⛔ Not yet supported in browsers



– Patrick McManus

“Push is generally a one round trip optimization.” 



From “Chrome’s View on Push”, IETF102



Use preload for “deep” resources 
In many cases, Server Push isn't necessary 
If you use push, use it: 
  ⇢ to fill 1RT after HTML, no more  
  ⇢ to fill server think time (but keep an eye on 103) 
All of this is still evolving 
Collect metrics!


